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ABSTRACT

We present an incremental lattice generation approach to speech
act detection for spontaneous and overlapping speech in telephone
conversations (CallHome Spanish). At each stage of the process it
is therefore possible to use different models after the initial HMM
models have generated a reasonable set of hypothesis. Theselat-
tices can be processed further by more complex models.

This study shows how neural networks can be used very effec-
tively in the classification of speech acts. We find that speech acts
can be classified better using the neural net based approach than
using the more classical ngram backoff model approach. The best
resulting neural network operates only on unigrams and the inte-
gration of the ngram backoff model as a prior to the model reduces
the performance of the model. The neural network can therefore
more likely be robust against errors from an LVCSR system and
can potentially be trained from a smaller database.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Speech act classification and a number of related problems that
make use of a “chunk and label” paradigm have been studied by
various authors in the recent past [NM94, WKNN97, REKK96,
TKI+97, JBC+97a, FLL+98]. The basic idea is to use an HMM
where the states are speech acts and the symbols emitted are sen-
tences. While this study does not doubt that the underlying struc-
ture of the discourse model is an HMM but it questions how the
output distributions of the sentences should be modeled (Fig. 1).

Currently all approaches to calculate the output distributions
are based on ngram modeling: For each HMM state or speech
act type an ngram backoff model is calculated. This requiresthe
model to describe the full sentence distribution and irrelevant fea-
tures may be harmful.

In contrast we suggest to do a direct classification of each
speech act using neural networks. Neural networks have been
succesfully tested on other related tasks such as parsing [BW96,
Buø96, WW97] and classification of speech acts from prosodic
events [SBC+98]. In this context we will see that the networks
can be interpreted in a fashion that would make them a natural
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Figure 1:HMM of speech acts: The underlying structure of the
discourse model is a hidden Markov model. The output distribu-
tions are distributions over sentences rather than words. This paper
focuses on neural network based estimates for the output distribu-
tions.

extension to standard ngram modeling. A hybrid approach using
both neural networks and ngram backoff modeling is introduced
and tested. It will be shown how they can be effectively integrated
into a full HMM speech act classification system and how our cur-
rent system is operating.

2. HMM SPEECH ACT CLASSIFICATION

The basic idea of an HMM based speech act classification system
is to model the speech acts as hidden events that need to be identi-
fied using a Viterbi search through the HMM. The HMM states are
emitting the words in a speech act at once and – unless the segmen-
tation into the speech acts is given – the speech act boundaries be-
tween words also have to be found [NM94, WKNN97, REKK96,
TKI+97, JBC+97a, FLL+98]. Since speaker can overlap, pro-
duce more than one speech act between two pauses and can pro-
duce speech acts that last over a pause the segmentation problem
is not trivial in spontaneous speech databases. One of the major
problems of this speech act classification approach is that the full
sentence distribution needs to be modeled for all speech acts and
this problem will be addressed in this paper.

In the first step we have been looking only at one channel at a
time. As we have reported in [FLL+98] that the problem of seg-
mentation does not have to be solved in conjunction with the prob-
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Figure 2: Incremental lattice construction: The input to the discourse model can be a lattice of words, e.g. produced by a speech
recognizer. A lattice of segments is produced by anA� search over the input lattice that can hypothesis segment boundaries and inserts
every expanded segment in the segment lattice. The speech act lattice is generated by replacing each segment by the set ofall possible
speech acts and assigning a likelihood for each segment given the speech act. The final speech act sequence is found by aA� Viterbi search
operating over the lattices from both channels. TheA� search is also capable of segmenting and switching languagemodels according to
hidden states, e.g. a dialogue game model operating on speech acts.

lem of labeling the speech acts. We have therefore been able to
produce equally good segmentation and labeling results by produc-
ing a segment lattice1 and restricting our search: The segment lat-
tice is currently produced by anA� search procedure that can hy-
pothesize segment boundaries. We have optimized the lookahead
function to reflect the future effects of these segment boundaries.
We produce an entry in the segment lattice if theA� procedure
is completing one segment. We have also used the sameA� pro-
cedure to search over the word lattice while simultaneouslyseg-
menting and labeling it with speech acts according to the speech
act HMM with ngram models as the sentence distribution. The
results are the same as if we restrict our search to the lattice of
speech acts generated from the segment lattice.

In a second step we looked at two channels with possible speaker
overlap. In our domain,CallHome Spanish, overlap is extremely
frequent and is often long. Since it has been reported [JBC+97b]
that ngrams of speechact/speaker information ordered by time is
constituting a good model of speech act sequences we constructed
a search that could search over segmentations and labels on both
channels. The procedure therefore takes a segment graph foreach
channel as its input. The segment graph is expanded by replacing
each segment by a segment/speechact pair with the correct emis-
sion probability for the sentence given the speech act. The search
can then proceed over these two lattices in parallel and apply a
language model on the speech acts in the search. The search is
restricted such that beginning times of the speech acts, even if they
belong to different channels, are ascending (Fig. 2). The applica-
tion of the language model that can operate over multiple speakers
did not yield the performance gain we hoped for, although pre-
liminary experiment indicated a reduction in perplexity and others
have reported improvements [JBC+97b].

In principle it is straightforward to extend this approach to
higher level discourse processing such as dialogue game classi-
fication. Indeed our current implementation of theA� is able to
search over a lattice and it can switch between speech act spe-
cific language models according to a hidden state and at the same
time enforce a standard ngram model on the hidden states. This
would allow us to do speech act labeling and segmentation directly
from the lattice but it also allows us to do speech act and dialogue1As common in the speech recognition community a lattice is the term
used for a directed acyclic graph with a start node that can reach all nodes
in the lattice and an end node that can be reached from all nodes.

game [LTGR+98] classification and segmentation from the two
speaker speech act lattice. Since theA� procedure also allows to
generate a lattice of dialogue games this process could be iterated
to higher levels. The dialogue game lattice would have the practi-
cal advantage that it is a single lattice operating on one time scale
over one channel as opposed to the speech act or segment lattice.

The next step we want to take is the integration of prosodic
information into the classification process. This can be done by
using alternative output distributions in the expansion ofthe seg-
ment lattice to the speech act lattice (Fig. 2). Earlier [FLL+98]
we already suggested to apply a hybrid model which takes intoac-
count the information of the backoff models as a prior and tries
to improve the performance of the classifier directly. This idea
was born due to two major observations: The decoupled inte-
gration of ngram backoff model information with prosodic infor-
mation did not yield strong effects on the classification perfor-
mance [JBC+97b] and the insight that ngram backoff models do
model the most important prosodic feature – the length of theut-
terance – fairly well [FLL+98]. Additional we preferred the use
of neural networks since they would allow us to interpret their
outputs as probabilities and that they have given us very competi-
tive results on prosodic speech act classification previously 2. The
neural network we have been using is a three layer network with
“shortcut”-connections from the input the output layer anda small
number of hidden units. The output layer is using the softmax
function [Jor95] while the activation function of the hidden layer istanh, the error function is the Kullback-Leibler divergence. Each
output unit could receive an additional input that could be deter-
mined by another knowledge source. This can be interpreted as a
prior on the output distribution: It allows to build a hybridmodel
that takes into account the probability distribution of ngram back-
off models in the neural network. Formally the model isy(x; z) = exp(A � x+ B � tanh(C � x)) � ŷ(z)=Z(x;z)
TheA is the weight matrix for the shortcut connections,B andC
for the hidden layer,̂y(z) is a prior andZ(x;z) is chosen such thatPx y(x; z) = 1

Assuming that the input nodes consist of all unigrams the con-
nection from a wordw to each output speech actsa could be set2These earlier experiments did not yet include theRPROP training al-
gorithm that we have been using in this study and we would assume that
the results could be improved with this technique



to log(p(w; sa)) and we would obtain exactly the classifier for a
unigram model on the speech acts and the sentences conditioned
by the speech act.

The output of a (neural net based) classifierp(sajW ), wheresa is the speech act andW is the set of words in it, can be rewritten
using Bayes Rule top(W jsa) = p(sajW ) � p(W )p(sa)
and can therefore be used as the output distribution in an HMM
system. The segment lattice allows the effective integration into
an overall system that takes multiple segmentations into account.
Other experiments on segmentation with neural networks have so
far provided us with mixed results [FLL+98, GZA97] compared to
the HMM based approach and are worth reviewing after the results
of the experiments we report here.

3. EXPERIMENTS

The incremental lattice construction scheme has been tested with
ngram backoff models as output distributions and it gave us the
same results (if we searched on each lattice separately) as if we
would search with a model with a hidden state (speech act) and
segmented the lattice directly (compare e.g. [WKNN97, FLL+98]).
Using discourse models over both channels did not yield improve-
ments in detection accuracies so far in contrast to [JBC+97a].
Since the perplexity of discourse models taking into account in-
formation from both channels is much lower than that of a single
channel model and the detection results are not worse we are keep-
ing this approach.

The following neural network experiments we have done are
only covering the simple speech act classification with a known
segmentation and without a discourse model. The results of these
classifiers can be integrated in the expansion of our segmentgraph
and we therefore measure here to what extent the output distri-
bution of the HMM can be optimized for performance. We also
have not tested the combination of prosodic features with the word
based information yet, however the use of similar networks (yet
without the RPROP training algorithm used successfully here) has
been shown to consistently slightly outperform decision tree based
methods [SBC+98] and the prosodic features could be added in a
straightforward fashion. Both the searches discussed as well as
standard prosodic feature algorithms are integrated in theJANUS-
Rtk [ZFRW97].

As reported in [FLL+98, EDR98] we are using a parts of
speech (POS) tagger to annotate the database and we map all but
the most frequent 250 word/tag pairs on their POS tag since these
are the most important features for an ngram based system. To
be able to use more than just unigrams we incorporated salient
sequences [Gor95] in a simple greedy bottom up clustering proce-
dure and labeled them in the database.

We have tested several variations of training algorithms and
we have clearly received the best results using RPROP [RH93]in-
cluding an extension equivalent of weight decay. Without RPROP
we could get reasonable results using training by pattern algo-
rithms and a carefully adjusted the learning rate. Using RPROP
without weight decay we ran into overtraining if we did not stop
early enough but the error function decrease significantly over the
standard backpropagation algorithm. The weight decay for RPROP
practically eliminated the overtraining problem. The implementa-

tion of this variant of RPROP follows the one featured in SNNS[Zel93]
and has been added to the neural network library in JANUS-Rtk[ZFRW97].

All models were trained on 55 dialogues and tested on 40 di-
alogues, corresponding to 25500 respectively 14400 speechacts
from theCallHome Spanish database. Neural networks with no
salient words (basically just unigram features) alone result in sig-
nificantly better results than the the ngram backoff models.Adding
ngram backoff models in the prior distribution has hurt the per-
formance in all cases we investigated. We also observed thatthe
backoff models are prone to overtraining: The trigram modelis
decreasing in performance and we also observed that, unlikethe
neural networks, the performance of the bigram and trigram back-
off model is much better on the training than on the test set (see
Table 1).

Classifier classification
accuracy

baselines
pick the most likely speechact 40.0%
NN, shortcuts, 3 hidden units, length of
speechact

48.8%

ngram models
unigram model 72.9%
bigram backoff model 74.4%
trigram backoff model 70.0%

neural networks
shortcuts, no hidden units, unigram features 75.4%
shortcuts, 3 hidden units, unigram features 76.2%
shortcuts, 5 hidden units, unigram features 75.9%
no shortcuts, 3 hidden units, unigram features 73.8%
shortcuts, 3 hidden units, unigram+salient se-
quence features

75.6%

hybrid neural networks with shortcuts and 3 hidden units
unigram features, unigram prior 76.1%
unigram features, bigram prior 74.8%

Table 1:Speech act classification results:A simple neural net-
work outperforms the ngram backoff model, adding more features
or priors to the neural network does not increase the performance

4. CONCLUSION

The original idea of these experiments was to efficiently integrate
prosodic features with word based features. Much to our sur-
prise we have found not only that the neural network alone is as
good as the ngram backoff model classifier but it outperformsit.
This is even more astonishing if we compare this to the rate of
improvement we have seen from other techniques such as con-
text modeling [FLL+98, JBC+97b] and prosodic feature integra-
tion [SBC+98] and keep in mind that the highest possible accuracy
is limited by the intercoder agreement3.3We have measured an intercoder agreement that is not exactlythe one
we would need for the comparison. By rough comparative measurements
with SWBD annotations we assume that it is similar or worse than the one
for SWBD. The intercoder agreement on SWBD was 83% so one cannot
assume that any system could surpass this mark since it also represents the
annotation error.



Additionally the features we have been using are simple fea-
tures (unigrams of frequent words and POS tags) that we would
assume to be detected more reliably by an LVCSR system.e Neu-
ral network based parsing algorithms (see e.g. [BW96, Buø96,
WW97] and its references) made different choices in the feature
representation and this surprisingly good results sheds a new pos-
itive light onto the application of neural networks in parsing and
speech understanding. This holds even more since models sim-
ilar to our speech act detection model have been used by many
authors (e.g. [Min97]) to do speech understanding. The HMM
backbone, incremental lattice generation component, learning al-
gorithms and feature representation of this hybrid system might
on the other hand contribute to the neural network parsing com-
munity.

In the nearby future we will have integrated our complete sys-
tem and have done experiments with prosodic features. The com-
pletion of the discourse game tagging effort will enable us to run
discourse game detection over the speech act lattice. Additional
we have to revisit the input representation of our classification
model and the learning techniques applied since neural network
based parsing systems have made different choices that might prove
helpful here as well [BW96, Buø96, WW97].
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